Night-time trench raids
Well it was a listening patrol and wire – see if I could cut some of the enemy wire so that
a few nights later we would do a raid. Well we did that all successfully – four men – and
going out you lead them, but coming back you come last. And we had stayed a tiny bit
too long and it was just getting dawn. Anyhow it was enough for the enemy to form a
silhouette and they started firing just as we were coming over the wire. And I was the
last across and I got hit in the foot and I lost two toes.

Well, you’d try and get down to a part of the enemy trench where you thought it was
least manned, you see, and you’d grab a prisoner if you could. And of course he’d give
a gawk and that’s when the fun started. Cos when he shouted, they’d man the trench
you see and anything that was moving they would… but invariably you could get a bloke
to come. When you get him out of the trench he’d come with you alright and you’d get
him back to the line. But it was a very hazardous job. We lost a lot of men on patrols, of
course.
They never used to ask for volunteers; they used to say you, you, you and you, and you
were in the party. They usually went over in silence at night and you didn’t carry any
equipment. All you carried was a rifle and bayonet, that’s if you were detailed for that.
The parties were arranged like this: number one was the rifleman, he carried a rifle and
bayonet and 50 rounds of ammunition and nothing else. The next man was a bomb
thrower, a grenade thrower; he only carried a haversack which was full of Mills hand
grenades. And the next man, he also was a bomb thrower, and he helped the first man
replace his stock when he exhausted it. And the last man was a rifle and bayonet man
and all he carried was a rifle and 50 rounds of ammunition and a bandolier slung over
his shoulder – nothing else.
Sidney Amatt, Walter Spencer, Ulick Burke
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Stretcher Bearers and Medical Officers
I did my share of bringing men off the battle field but by the time it came to Aubers
Ridge I’d been transferred to the nursing Division, working in the main dressing station a
little way back from the line.
For three days we never stopped dressing the wounded men as they were brought in,
and at the end of these three days we still had something like sixty or seventy stretcher
cases outside. We just didn’t know what to do with them. The Major I was with dropped
on the floor. As soon as you dressed them they were taken out and put in ambulances
and lorries and taken away down to the Casualty Clearing Stations. The vehicles were
packed jam-full.
I never saw any attack with so many men who had bullet wounds as at Aubers Ridges.
The Germans just mowed them down and most of the bullet wounds were through the
legs. We had a lot of splinting to do, splinting, splinting, splinting.
Private L Mitchell, 24th Field Ambulance, 8 Division

A stretcher squad consists of four men and you lift the stretcher up and on to the
shoulder, and each corner had a man. Now that’s the only way you can carry a man
properly. But, it was hard work, really hard. I mean, the road there was all lumps and
bumps. It was being fed with every stone and every old brick that you could think of, and
there was no steam-roller rolling it down flat, you know! It was being knocked down with
mauls. And carrying over that rough ground is very hard. And of course it’s hard on the
shoulders. When the conditions got really appalling, it required twelve men to a
stretcher, but they couldn’t get on the stretcher all at the same time … you could get six
… one on the middle one side, one the other, and then they would stop and another six
men would take over. You see, you’re being dragged down in the mud and of course
you’re plastered in mud yourself. And not only that, they’re not fed up like boxers for a
contest, they’re living on bully beef and water and dog biscuits. No hot meals! Hot
meals? Never heard of them.
What we had was stretchers and the field surgical haversack with the usual bandages,
morphia, quarter grain tablets, scissors, plaster, dressings. If I came across a casualty,
and it would be dealt with, I always used the use the first field dressing out of the
uniform pocket. You ripped the waterproof covering and there as a pad of gauze and an
ampoule immediately and the iodine was released all over the pad. And then you put
the pad to the wound and bound him up. Every soldier carried one in his jacket, so
naturally, to save my dressings in the surgical haversack, the first thing I used was the
soldier’s own field dressing.
Sergeant WJ Collins, Royal Army Medical Corps
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Sailors and Submariners
Newspaper report of action of HM Armed Smack “Nelson”, on the 15 th August
1917:

On the 15th August 1917, the Smack “Nelson” was engaged in fishing when she was
attacked by gunfire from an enemy submarine. The gear was let go and the submarine’s
fire was returned.

The submarine’s fourth shot went through
the port bow just below the water line, and
the seventh shell struck the skipper, Thomas
Crisp, injuring him, and passed through the
deck and out through the side of the ship. In
spite of the terrible nature of his wound
Skipper Crisp retained consciousness, and
his first thought was to send off a message
that he was being attacked and giving is
position. He continued to command his ship
until the ammunition was almost exhausted
and the smack was sinking. He refused to be
moved into the small boat when the rest of
the crew were obliged to abandon the vessel
as she sank, his last request being that he
might be thrown overboard.

The posthumous award of the Victoria Cross to Skipper Thomas Crisp, DSC, RNR,
10055DA, was announced in London Gazette No 30363 dated the 2 nd November 1917.
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Testimony of Adolf K.G.E. von Spiegel, Commander of a German U-boat
'Stand by for firing a torpedo!' I called down to the control room.'
'FIRE!'
" A slight tremor went through the boat - the torpedo had gone."
"The death-bringing shot was a true one, and the torpedo
ran towards the doomed ship at high speed. I could follow
its course exactly by the light streak of bubbles which was
left in its wake."
"I saw that the bubble-track of the torpedo had been
discovered on the bridge of the steamer, as frightened
arms pointed towards the water and the captain put his
hands in front of his eyes and waited resignedly. Then a
frightful explosion followed, and we were all thrown
against one another by the concussion, and then, like Vulcan, huge and majestic, a
column of water two hundred metres high and fifty metres broad, terrible in its beauty and
power, shot up to the heavens."
'Hit abaft the second funnel,' I shouted down to the control room."

Pilots
We ran our engines up for 2 or 3 minutes time to get them warm and then took off
separately and at about 500 feet would start to get into formation and head slowly out
towards the lines.
When we got our height we would go over and look for trouble, and we usually got up to
about 15,000 to 16,000 feet before we actually crossed the lines into enemy territory.
This was a good height, but of course very cold. Our eyes, of course, were continuously
focussing, looking, craning our heads around. Moving all the time looking for those
black specks which would mean enemy aircraft at a great distance away. And we would
perhaps be between clouds and not see the ground or only parts of the ground sliding
into view like a magic lantern screen far, far beneath. And then sooner or later we would
spot the enemy. If we were lucky it would be below us. We used to engage irrespective
of whether there was anyone above or not and just chance it.
And so the whole squadron would enter the fight like that in good formation but within
half a minute the whole formation had gone. There was nothing left except chaps
weaving and zooming and diving.
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We flew like goldfish in a bowl, swimming around the sky.
There were Germans going down and one of our chaps on his tail and a German on his
tail, another Hun behind that.
Sometimes standing on our tails, sometimes with our heads right down, sometimes over
on our backs, sometimes at right angles to the ground.
Extraordinary glimpses one got of people approaching head-on, firing at each other as
they came and they just at the last moment turning and slipping away.

And our machines could turn on such tiny circles that we had simply swerved round in
an amazingly small space of air, missing each other sometimes by inches, darting in
and out amongst the others in the sky, weaving the most fantastic patterns.
The fight lasted altogether for perhaps altogether 10 minutes to quarter of an hour. We
would come down from 15,000 feet right down to almost ground level by that time
probably ammunition exhausted and you only had 2 hours petrol anyway so you
couldn’t stay up for very long.
Our own armament was 1 lewis gun operated
by the observer. The pilot sat behind the
observer and frequently had to duck his head
to avoid the lewis gun. It was quite difficult too
to use the gun without hitting some of the
many flying wires which gave the plane its
nickname of the birdcage.

Personally I always used to take a rifle up with me because you could fire that sideways
from the open cockpit if you held the joystick between your knees. You did have a
revolver as well. Once after emptying my rifle I optimistically threw my revolver at a
German machine. Of course, I didn’t hit it and we ended up by giving each other a
friendly wave and flying off home.
Our enemies were not the men in the machines but the machines themselves. It was a
case of our machine is better than yours.
Extract of testimonies of Cecil Lewis and Norman Macmillan recorded by IWM
and BBC.

The spring of 1917 was the worst month experience in that war with 245 aircraft lost,
211 aircrew lost and 108 aircrew taken prisoner.

Munitions Workers – “Canary Girls”
When we went in we had special clothes. When you went in in the morning you took
your clothes off and put them in a big bag and that was called your dirty. You put their
overalls on and a mob cap. You couldn’t have any hair pins, any hooks or eyes,
anything metal on you. Special shoes. We were all covered up with mob caps, you
weren’t allowed to have your hair loose. Nothing on your shoes to keep them on [such
as buckles]. Even linen buttons had tin in them.
Ethel Dean

We had buses to take us to the factory
because it was secret work. This was filling
9.2 gas shells. They started us first on
stemming the shells. There was a certain
amount of powder and you had to fill it from
the bottom to the top and the stem was like
a handle of a brush and you had a wooden
mallet and you had to hammer from the
bottom to the top to get it all down.
Isabella Clarke

They sent me to the detonator place. There
was a cap like that and that had to be
unscrewed and come off and put in a box
comprised of about a dozen different things,
little springs, a little this a little that all packed
in there. And each part had to come out, be
measured with a thing that we had for
measuring and weighing the springs to see if
they took the right pressure, all that sort of
thing.
One would do this, one would do that and as you done that box you passed that box on
and another girl would do another part of it and that how it would go on down the table
and when it got to the end of the table it came back the other end to be assembled
again – you didn’t do all the job yourself. That is how it was done.
Amy May

You always heard of someone getting hurt, and saw the ambulance fetch them out. But
they were only slightly hurt not seriously hurt. When I was soldering a bottle of bullets
up it sort of went bang and my fingers, these fingers have always been a bit funny. I
was away for about 6 weeks and I couldn’t use my arm, they put it in a sling.
Lilian Miles

I was yellow all over. I had black hair
and it was practically green. Well it
wore off once you come out of it, it
wore off within a couple of weeks it
was gone. It wore right off very quickly
but while you were working in there
you were yellow. Well you could wash
and wash and it didn’t come off. Your
whole body was yellow.

You were yellow all over. It didn’t wash off. Everything that powder touches goes yellow,
all around their mouths. They had their own canteen, in which everything was yellow
that they touched… Everything they touched went yellow – chair, tables, everything.
Ethel Dean

The Christmas Truce 1914
Testimony of Frank Richards
On Christmas morning we stuck up a board with 'A Merry Christmas' on it. The enemy
had stuck up a similar one. Platoons would sometimes go out for twenty-four hours' rest
- it was a day at least out of the trench and relieved the monotony a bit - and my platoon
had gone out in this way the night before, but a few of us stayed behind to see what would
happen. Two of our men then threw their equipment off and jumped on the parapet with
their hands above their heads. Two of the Germans done the same and commenced to
walk up the river bank, our two men going to meet them. They met and shook hands and
then we all got out of the trench.
Buffalo Bill [the Company Commander] rushed into the trench and endeavoured to
prevent it, but he was too late: the whole of the Company were now out, and so were the
Germans. He had to accept the situation, so soon he and the other company officers
climbed out too. We and the Germans met in the middle of no-man's-land. Their officers
was also now out. Our officers exchanged greetings with them. One of the German
officers said that he wished he had a camera to take a snapshot, but they were not
allowed to carry cameras. Neither were our officers.
We mucked in all day with one another. They were Saxons and some of them could speak
English. By the look of them their trenches were in as bad a state as our own. One of their
men, speaking in English, mentioned that he had worked in Brighton for some years and
that he was fed up to the neck with this damned war and would be glad when it was all
over. We told him that he wasn't the only one that was fed up with it. We did not allow
them in our trench and they did not allow us in theirs.
The German Company-Commander asked Buffalo Bill if he would accept a couple of
barrels of beer and assured him that they would not make his men drunk. They had plenty
of it in the brewery. He accepted the offer with thanks and a couple of their men rolled the
barrels over and we took them into our trench. The German officer sent one of his men
back to the trench, who appeared shortly after carrying a tray with bottles and glasses on
it. Officers of both sides clinked glasses and drunk one another's health. Buffalo Bill had
presented them with a plum pudding just before. The officers came to an understanding
that the unofficial truce would end at midnight. At dusk we went back to our respective
trenches.

...The two barrels of beer were drunk, and the
German officer was right: if it was possible for a
man to have drunk the two barrels himself he
would have bursted before he had got drunk.
French beer was rotten stuff.
Just before midnight we all made it up not to
commence firing before they did. At night there
was always plenty of firing by both sides if there
were no working parties or patrols out. Mr
Richardson, a young officer who had just joined
the Battalion and was now a platoon officer in my
British and German troops
company wrote a poem during the night about the
mingle in No Mans Land
Briton and the Bosche meeting in no-man's-land
Christmas 1914
on Christmas Day, which he read out to us. A few
days later it was published in The Times or Morning Post, I believe.
During the whole of Boxing Day [the day after Christmas] we never fired a shot, and they
the same, each side seemed to be waiting for the other to set the ball a-rolling. One of
their men shouted across in English and inquired how we had enjoyed the beer. We
shouted back and told him it was very weak but that we were very grateful for it. We were
conversing off and on during the whole of the day.
We were relieved that evening at dusk by a battalion of another brigade. We were mighty
surprised as we had heard no whisper of any relief during the day. We told the men who
relieved us how we had spent the last couple of days with the enemy, and they told us
that by what they had been told the whole of the British troops in the line, with one or two
exceptions, had mucked in with the enemy. They had only been out of action themselves
forty-eight hours after being twenty-eight days in the front-line trenches. They also told us
that the French people had heard how we had spent Christmas Day and were saying all
manner of nasty things about the British Army.
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